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x I n tlon tor adding forms 11 & 12 to the ZNKR loi book

MANNER
(General Etiquette & Opening Formalities)

do II I Iw 'om more and more popular since the Japanese version of
lit hook waH 'ompiled in 1969.

I

II

Wh n performing demonstrations (Enbu) before the altar in the Dojo, it is
11I1)0l"tant to follow the manner as described below. The same manner

1\1 Ih turn of the century we decided to add two new forms to make it
I ('[ I ' I' and to let more people enjoy Iaido.

Tn order to improve Iaido you should not only master the handling of the
sword and breathing, but also the unification of heart, spirit and power.

hould be observed when you perform before the image of deceased ones,
IlIllional flags or guests of honor.
Approach the area in which you will participate, the Shutsujo, with the

word in the Keito Shisei (sword carrying) posture and bow to the altar
,' bioza E No Rei). Taking up a diagonal direction to the altar (Enbu No

I hope that Iaido will be enjoyed by people who practice Kendo, and it
proves more rewarding and fruitful to practice both together.

II I 0), sit down in Seiza, place the sword in front of you and bow to it
Ilajime No Torei). Take up the sword again, insert it into your belt (Taito)

mel perform the exhibition. When you have finished, sit down once again,
My wish for this book is that it helps all Kendo and Iaido practitioners
throughout the world.

(I,

out the sword and place it in front of you and bow to it (Owari No

Tor i). Then pick up the sword, stand up and bow to the altar, Shinza E No
I i, and then leave the area (Taijo).
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1. KEITO SHISEI (How to hold the sword)
Put your left thumb on the sword guard (Tsuba) whilst gripping the mouth

President

() Ih sheath (Koiguchi) together with the cord (Sageo) in the other four

Yoshimitsu Takeyasu

nng rs. The left arm should be slightly bent at the elbow. Hold the sword
('C IA' ' up, placing the pommel (Tsukagashira) towards the centerline of your

uhdom n. Point the tip of the scabbard (Kojiri) to a 45° angle and place the
haH' of the left thumb on the hip-bone. The right hand should be placed

II lol1 ,q- the side of the body in a straight vertical line.

, HAJIME NO TOREI (Bow to the sword before the performance)

IIUTSUJO (Entering the area)
1)1'0 '( '( d

to th area commencing on your right foot carrying your sword in

-110

i. Before proceeding, make sure the retaining peg (Mekugi) is

Shi ~

1'1'0111

1 ito Shisei, sit down (a) , place the sword to the right (b), from

' I 'II~" ( ) bow to the sword (d).

I1I'ml y in place, your attire is correct and your Obi is suitably adjusted.

'UAKUZA (Sitting down)

I.

I' rom Keito Shisei, without withdrawing either foot, slightly open and bend

3. SHINZA E NO REI (Bow to the altar)
In Keito Shisei, stand upright facing the altar. Bring the left hand across
lh Iront of the body to the right side, around the level of the hip, changing

lh sword into your right hand. Grip the cord holder (Kurigata) and the
ageo, with your right hand. As the sword is placed at your right side with
the edge of the blade facing toward the floor and the Tsukagashira behind

hOiII knees and while tucking the hem of the Hakama with the palm of the
I

111 hand, place the left knee, followed by the right on the floor. Leave

ll )()u llO em of space between both knees. Extend the tips of your toes and
pili lh m side by side. Sit down comfortably. Put your right hand on the

d hL thigh with the fingers lightly extended. Holdthe sword in your left
II Ind on the left thigh.

your right arm, ensure the angle is 30 degrees. Release your left hand from
the sword and return it naturally to your left side. Bend and incline your
upper body forwards about 30° and bow respectfully. After bowing, bring
your right hand back across the front of your body at navel height, change
hands and hold the sword guard with your left thumb and return to Keito

h. KATANA NO OKIKATA (How to place the sword)
With your left hand push the sword forward until the tsuba is in line with
I It center of the body. As your right hand takes the sword, put your right

thumb on the sword guard. Hold the Saya with the other four fingers close
I() lhe Koiguchi. Making sure the edge of the blade faces the front, extend

Shisei

our right arm, ensuring you keep the Sageo and Saya together. Hold near
10 I h end of the Saya with your left hand from

4. ENBU NO HOKO (Direction to face when performing)
Rotating your body in the directi on of your right foot, locate yourself
diagonally to the right of the altar holding your sword in Keito Shisei. You
should be in a position such that the Shinza is to your left diagonal. This

abov~. Bend your upper body

rorward and lay the sword in front of you. Be careful not to let the end of the
'aya point towards the altar. Return your upper body to its original position

\Ild put your right hand followed by the left back on your thighs. Sit calmly
11

S iza.

direction will become the front (Shomen) for the Enbu.

II
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• \ 1.Ii':A NO SIll. El (Sitting posture)
• ' (I' ll 11((' 11

11><10111 ' 11 .

~ ·5

M 'tAUI

Art r ompletion of the Enbu, sit in Seiza and r mov ; lIw

R lax your shoulders and naturally push out your chest.

,'tl'lIis,rht n th back of your neck and head. Put both hands on your thighs.
Look

7, OWARI NO TOREI (BOW to the sword atter the p

rt

nil U

yo ur back and concentrate your whole strength in th e

m ters in front of you. Half open your eyes and do Enzan No

HWOI 't! (

1Ii(l Hword with the handle (Tsuka) to the left onlo th f1ool'

IItHI

d I pi I'

,

ho w Itl .

l'ln ' lh sword on your thigh (c) and stand up (d) .

(looking at distant mountains) . Be aware of all around you.
II,

DATfO (Removing the Sword)
Whil sitting in Seiza with the sword in the Obi, pull and release 11i('.'

d. ZAREI (Bow)

I 'I'll

B nd your upper body forward whilst in the sitting position. Place your

1111 I with your right hand only. Place the left hand on the aya

it hand then the right on the floor before the sword and make a small

I ois,ruchi ensuring your left thumb is on the sword guard. Slight.ly PWol lt lilt

lriangle with thumbs and forefingers touching. Continue to bow until your

word fo rward to the right front, a little off center. Put the right forcfitl j.('I' Oil

Ibows naturally touch the floor. Your feeling should be one of deep respect.

IIH' word guard and place the remaining fingers near the Koiguch i. 1'111('('

When you have done this, gently raise yourself up and return your right

our 1 ft hand on the left side of your hip on the Obi and by extending lilt ,

hand then left back to your thighs.

111'111'

1111'

"l$Chl lbow, pull out the sword. Make sure that the edge of the blad e

j

rl ing you.
6. TAITO (Wearing the sword)

b. J<ATANA NO OKIKATA TO ZAREI (How to place the sword and

Incline your upper body forwards and take the sword (with Sageo) in both

bow)
I ping the left hand on the left hip, with your right hand place the sword

hands. With the right palm up take hold of the Saya near the Koiguchi. Put

u"right on the floor at the right front to your right knee and softly lay it down

the right thumb on the sword guard and at the same time place your left

lo Ii in front of you so that it appears to be horizon~l. Ensure the Sageo is

hand about lOcm from the end of the Saya and hold it lightly. As you raise

Ll dy and that the blade edge is facing you. Put both hands on your thighs

yourself up bring the tip of the Saya to the center of your abdomen and insert

(rjght then left) and take Seiza No Shisei. Perform Zarei (see 5d) and return

the sword into the Obi. Arrange the sword so that its guard is in front of

Lo

After the Hajime No Torei, you will be spiritually united with the sword.

iza.

your navel. Secure the Sageo by tying it to the Hakama and return both
hands to your thighs.

_________UI____________----~----~9--------~

I

I

I

'J NA NO TOlUI<ATA (How to pick up the sword)

I A IVII OUI' I(, rt hand on the left thigh, stretch out your right hand and put

1111' IOI'('O IIg'er on the Tsuba whilst placing the other four fingers around the
.' , , -los to lh Koiguchi. Keeping the edge of the blade towards yourself,

I

I

L - - - - - - - - '

I hlly lifllh sword to your center. Move the left hand to the center of the
SlIya and squeeze it gently as it moves downwards to the tip. With both

PERFORMANCE (Execution of forms)

Th following and subsequent paragraphs to each form summarize and
IIlroduce the feeling or general meaning of each Kata.

IlH nd 8 plac the sword on your left thigh.

SEllA NO BU (Kneeling Set)

R 1 ase your right hand from the sheath, put the left thumb on the sword
guard and grip the mouth of the Saya with the remaining fingers. Hold the
swo rd with your left hand and place the right hand back on your right thigh.

1. IPPONME - MAE (FRONT)
Detecting the harmful intention 0/ the person in front of you, forestall it by

d, TACHI AGAR! KATA (How to stand up)
Raise your waist up bringing your toes underneath. Place your right foot

If

ing the sword tip to cut his/ her temple in a horizontal action and then bring

the sword downwards from above the head in a vertical action.

in line with your left knee and stand up without bending forwards. When
you stand up bring your left foot in line with the right to assume Keito Shisei.

n. Sit in Seiza and face the front. Gently take hold of the sword with both
h mds, releasing it slightly from the mouth of the Saya. Raise up on your
hip while drawing the sword ensuring the blade remains pointing upwards.

8. TAIJO (Leaving the area)

Wh n extending the sword, keep the left hand on the mouth of the sword

Stand in Keito Shisei and face the altar. Pass the sword from the left hand

h ath pulling your left hand backwards ensuring that the left little finger is

to the right across the front of your body and do Shinza E No Rei. Return

in contact with the belt. Make sure that the edge of the blade is facing up.

the sword to the left hand back into Keito Shisei. Take two or three steps

Applying strength to the tips of your toes, tum the sword into a ho~izontal

back starting with the left foot and make a 180 degree right tum and leave

position just before the blade comes out of the sheath. Extend your hips, put

the area.

our right foot forward and aim a cut at your opponent's right temple.
b. Bring your left knee to your right heel in a straight line. At the same time
ht'i ng the mouth of the sheath back to the navel position and swiftly move

Ill(' word above the head with a feeling of thrusting behind the left ear (I) •
PlIl your left hand on the hilt and as you move the right foot forward , cut
clown the centerline(2).

___~____o~~

--~u

(I
1\

III

Iltt' 1'\11'11 ubllrj position with the sword above the head, ensure the

lit

not b 'low horizontal.

d, Whit executing Iai Goshi make sure both knees are slightly bent. Bring
Ill(' r ar foot up in line with your right and then move your right foot back.

'I' ll hold of the Koiguchi with your left hand and perform Noto. Bring your
' ) lJ pon linishing the cut, the left fist should be in front of the navel and
Ill(' r I saki should be just below horizontal.

I I'

r knee down to touch the floor at the same time as Noto is completed.

Whil sheathing the sword your left middle finger should hold the Koiguchi
Illd

your left thumb and forefinger should support the back ridge of the

H I as your left hand from the hilt and place it against the left hip over

word close to the Tsuba. Extend your right elbow to the right diagonal

bi where the Saya is thrust through it. Rotate the edge of the sword so

I'I'ont and let the tip of the sword point towards your left waist. Put the tip

Ib ul it faces to the right by rotating the right fist above the Tsuka. Begin

I oint of the sword into the Koiguchi by sliding and moving both hands in

IIfUng the sword upwards to the right until your shoulder height. Bend your

opposite directions. Ensure your left hand controls the sheath. When you

arm at the elbow so that the hand and sword come close to your right

nish sheathing the sword, place your left thumb on the sword guard. The

t mple. While standing up, shed the blood off by swinging the sword

word guard should be located in front of your navel. Keep the sword in a

t',

Ih '

downwards in a 45° angle (on the Kesa line (1) i.e. the line of a monk's stole;

natural horizontal position.

th diagonal line across the chest which one flap of the jacket makes). After
sh dding the blood off, make ready to do Iai Goshi(2).

'. As you stand up bring your rear foot forwards in line with your front foot.

R lease your right hand from the Tsuka and assume Taito Shisei. Return to
(1) Chiburi performed on the Kesa line should have a similar feeling to

your original starting position taking three steps back beginning with the left

shaking water off an umbrella. At the end of the Chiburi, the right hand

foot.

should be the same height as the left and positioned to the right front
diagonal. The Kissaki should be approximately 45 ° pointing down and

2. NIHONME - USHIRO (REAR)

slightly to the inside of the right hand. Ensure the edge is pointed in the
same direction as when you performed the Chiburi.

Detecting the harmful intention of the person sitting behind you, forestall it by
using the sword tip to cut his/her temple in a horizontal action and then bring

(2) Iai Goshi is a demonstration of Zanshin (awareness) with the knees

slightly bent and a feeling of the hips being lowered.

the sword downwards from above the head in a vertical action.

( I' 11'1' 1111' rl'Olll. Th n turn 1800 clockwise by crossing the left foot over
III • I

III I()

H"

th opposite direction and sit down in Seiza. Gently take

lIold of I he sword with both hands and release it in the same manner as
pI' 'v oll Rly d ' scribed in No.1 Mae. As you pull out the sword raise your body
Illd

IIwl

NB. The angle of your body when doing the parry should ideally be

rl

jog lightly to the right. After the sword has been parried by bringing

our own sword up above your head, you will find yourself naturally facing
Ih opponent square on.

an anti-clockwise turn to the left using your right knee as an axis.

Fa ' lh opponent. Place the left foot in the correct position and aim a cut at

b. After parrying turn the tip of the sword to the upper right and face the

hi, /h r temple. The following movements are the same as found in Mae,

OJ)ponent. Place your left hand on the hilt, then without stopping the sword,

but done with the left foot forwards. After Kirioroshi, Chiburi and Noto, take

I p back with the left foot and bring the sword diagonally downwards from

Taito Shisei. Return to your original starting position taking three steps back

III opponent's left shoulder along the Kesa line. Stop your left hand in front

b ginning with your left foot.

of your navel and ensure the Kissaki is a little lower than horizontal.

3. SANBONME - UKENAGASHI (RECEIVE, PARRY & CUT)
When the person at your left suddenly stands up and intends to cut you
downwards, you parry his/her sword with the ridge on the side 0/ your sword

'. Bring the Monouchi of the sword to rest on the lower part of the right
Ihigh by rotating and extending the left-hand in a clockwise fashion and
nlaking sure the blade remains facing forwards. Keep the palm of the right
hand upwards and keep a soft grip on the hilt.

and cut him/ her /rom above the head in a downwards diagonal action.

(I. Release your right hand from the hilt and place it back this time gripping

a. Sit in the Seiza position facing the right. While turning your head to your

I h Tsuka from above.

left to look at the enemy, grasp the sword quickly with both hands. Without
a pause, raise your hips and apply strength to the tips of your right toes.

'. Release the left hand from the hilt and take hold of the Koiguchi. With

Extend your waist and move your left foot forward so that it touches the

ur right hand bring the tip of the sword from below and bring the Mune

inside of your right knee with the toes slightly pointed outwards. Draw the

ba k of the sword) into contact with your left hand near the Tsubamoto and

sword close to your chest whilst standing up and complete the draw above

do Noto. At the same time you sheath the sword lower the left knee onto the

and in front of the head. As you do this, bring your right foot near to the

Iloor.

inside of the left and parry the opponent's sword. When parrying, the blade
must be angled to the upper rear and the Kissaki angled down so that the

I. f\Ryou stand up, bring your rear foot forward in line with your front one.

sword protects the upper body.

I (· I('as your right hand from the hilt, take Taito Shisei and return to your
o l'I g'inal position by taking a half step starting with the left foot.

F
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IAI HilA NO BU (Raised Knee Set)

h, Wbil drawing back the sheath with your left hand, turn and look towards
1111' OPI onent at your rear. The left foot moves 90° by turning anti-clockwise,

4. YONHONME - TSUKA ATE (STRIKING WITH THE HILT)

II v( Ling on the left knee. Turn left and at the same time draw the sword and

Two people, one in front and the other at the back intend to attack you.

1)l lng the Mune near the Monouchi to the chest. The edge of the blade

Thrust the pommel of your sword into the front opponent's solar plexus, then

houJd be facing away from you. Extend the right arm and thrust to the

draw and stab the rear opponent. While turning back to the front bring the

01II' plexus of the opponent at your rear. Ensure the tip of the sword is

sword downward from above the head in a vertical action to defeat the first

hori zontal and in line with the centerline of your opponent. Simultaneously

opponent.

I !'I llg your left hand back to your center keeping it in contact with your body
IIl1til the Koiguchi stops in front of your navel.

a. Sit in the Iai Hiza(l) position and face the front. Swiftly place both hands
on the sword and raise your hips. Put strength in your left toes and place

" Face the front opponent by turning the left leg back onto its original line
ing the left knee as an axis. At the same time bring the sword above the

them at the rear of the left knee and raise yourself up. Whilst moving

II

forwards with the right foot, strike the opponent's solar plexus with the

Iwad. Place your left hand on the hilt and cut the opponent downwards in

Tsuka Gashira (pommel), making a thrusting action with the sword still in

111 same manner as described in No.1 - Mae.

the Saya.

d, Without changing your posture, release the left hand from the hilt and

(1) After taking Taito Shisei, tuck the hem of the Hakama clear of the

pi n

it on the left hip over the belt. At the same time execute a horizontal

ankles and bend both knees. Lower the left knee to the floor and bring the

I' tion to the right with your right hand Migi Ni Hiraite No Chiburi (Yoko

right foot up to the side of it and flatten the left foot. Ensure the right knee

'hiburi). When shedding the blood from the sword your right fist should be

is pointing to your diagonal right and sit naturally placing the buttocks on

I' the same height as your left hand.

the left heel. Close the hands to form loosely clenched fists and place

lightly inwards and a little lower than the horizontal level.

Keep the tip of the sword inclined

them on the middle of your thighs. Assume the same manner as that
found in Seiza No Shisei.

1'.

Take your left hand from the belt to the Koiguchi and perform Noto while

brillging your front foot back in a straight line to finish near the other. While
doin g this, settle the hips into a Sonkyo position. Maintain an upright
po ilion facing the front with the left knee on the floor.

17

I. Hl'lng yO U!" waist and right foot forward and stand up. As you do so, bring

'. Take your right foot back assuming Hasso No Kamae and demonstrate

Il l<'

Zanshin.

I' ti l'

foot forwards in line with the front foot. Release your right hand

fr)tn th hilt, take Taito Shisei and return to your original position starting
with your left foot.

d. While stepping back with your left foot, release the left hand from the hilt
and hold the mouth of the sheath. Do Kesa Ni Furi Oroshite No Chiburi by

TACHIIAI NO BU (Standing Forms Set)

5. GOHONME - KESAGIRI (DIAGONAL CUT)

bringing the sword diagonally down, to finish at 45° to the right front.
). Do Noto without any further movement of the feet.

While you are walking along, an opponent comes towards you and tries to cut
you by bringing his/her sword from above the head. Immediately cut him/her

f. Bring your rear foot forwards in line with the front foot. Release your

diagonally, first up through his/her right waist and then down from the left

right hand from the hilt and assume Taito Shisei. Return to the original

shoulder through the Kesa line.

a. Step forward beginning on your right foot. As you bring your left foot

' tarting position by taking three steps back beginning with your left foot.

6. ROPPONME - MOROTEZUKI (TWO-HAND THRUST)

forward, quickly place your hands on the Tsuka and begin to draw the
sword. Turn both the Saya and the sword anti-clockwise until the edge of

While walking along, three people - two in front and one at the rear intend to

the sword is underneath. As soon as the right foot is placed, cut the

attack you. Forestall the front attack by drawing the sword and making a cut to

opponent from the right waist up through to the left shoulder with your right

the right temple of the first opponents face, followed by a two-handed thrust to

hand. When you have finished cutting, the right hand should be above your

the solar plexus. Turning next to the rear opponent, bring the sword from above

right shoulder with the sword upright in a natural position.

your head and cut down vertically. Lastly turn once again to the front and cut
the last opponent in the same manner.

b. Leave your feet as they are and return the Saya to its original position
with the left hand. Release this hand from the Koiguchi, take hold of the

t. Move forwards starting on your right foot. As soon as you place your left

Tsuka and cut the opponent diagonally downwards through the point

foot, take hold of the sword with both hands. While moving your right foot

between the base of the neck and shoulder. The cutting up and down

forwards, turn your upper body slightly to the left and cut the opponent's

motion should be done in one continuous movement. When you finish , the

ftl

left hand should be in front of your navel and the tip of the sword slightly
lower than horizontal and pointing towards the left as in No.3 - Ukenagashi.

from the right temple to the chin.

1>. Iki ng y ur r ar foot up to the heel of your front foot at the same time as
you bring the sword into Chudan No Kamae (middle posture) holding the
TAtlka with both hands. Without hesitating, step forwards on your right foot
and thrust at the opponent's solar plexus with both hands.

7. NANAHONME - SANPOGIRI (THREE DIRECTION CUT)
Opponents in front, to your left and right intend to attack you while you are
walking along. Draw your sword and cut the first opponent from above the
head at your right immediately. Cut the next opponent to your left by turning to

c. Making a 180° tum to your left using your right foot as an axis, draw the

face him and lastly turn back to the /ront and cut the last opponent vertically

sword out. Move your left foot slightly to the left and in a parrying action

downwards.

raise the sword above the head. As soon as you have turned towards this
opponent, step forwards with the right foot and cut down in a vertical action

a. Take 5 steps forward beginning with your right foot. Take hold of the

Kirioroshi. When you have finished cutting, both hands should be in front of

word with both hands as your left foot advances forward on the fourth step.

your navel and the sword should be held horizontally.

Pressing the opponent in front, draw your sword and tum to face (side on)
the opponent at your right by using the left foot as an axis and placing the

d. Tum back to the front once more by moving the left foot to the left, and
cut the final opponent with a downward vertical action as the right foot steps

right foot slightly forward and to the right.
Make a diagonal cut from the top of their head down to their chin.

forward.
b. Turn 180° to your left to face the second opponent without changing the
e. Maintain the same posture and perform Migi Ni Hiraite No Chiburi (Yoko

Atance and using the right foot as an axis. As you do so, bring the sword up

Chiburi) while returning the left hand to the left side of the belt.

over the head in a parrying action taking the hilt in the left hand. Without
h sitation cut downwards in a straight line to his/her center.

f. Move your left hand forwards from the belt and take hold of the Koiguchi

of the sheath and perform Noto.

'. Tum to face the last opponent using your left foot as an axis. Make a
parrying action as the sword is brought up above the head. Then moving

g. Bring your rear foot up in line with your front foot, release your right

forwards on the right foot, cut as described in the previous paragraph.

hand from the hilt and take Taito Shisei. Go back to the original position
beginning with your left foot.

d. As you take the right foot back, assume Morote Hidari Jodan No Kamae
word held at a 45° angle above the head in both hands with the left foot
1'000ward) and show Zanshin.

'. !\. you mov your left foot back, release the left hand from the Tsuka and

b. Immediately turn around 180 0 anti-clockwise draw the wore!

fJ'()1ll

1111

pln ,\ it on the left hip over the belt. Do Kesa Ni Furi Oroshite No Chiburi

aya, place your left foot to your left and turn to the opponent at your bn 'I .

Oarg action of shedding the .blood from the sword commencing from the
Jodan position with the sword cutting in a line similar to No.5 - Kesa Giri).

I lace your right fist on your waist and keep the sword horizontal wilh III( '
blade cutting edge facing to the right.

These three actions of sword, left hand and left foot should all finish at the

Without pausing, step forward on th e right foot and stretch your right

same time.

lbow without swaying your upper body and thrust the tip of the blad inlo

f. Slide the left hand forward from the belt to the Koiguchi and do Noto.

Ihe solar plexus of the opponent's. When making this thrust, your ri.s.dll
hand should be lower than the tip of the sword.

g. Bring your rear foot up in line with your front one, release your right

'. Next you must turn back to the first opponent by making a 180 0 left tUnI

hand from the hilt and assume Taito Shisei. Return to the original starting

I

position by taking five steps beginning with the left foot.

'word above the head by a parrying action. Take hold the hilt with your I fI

ing your right foot as an axis, Slide your left foot to the left and bring th '

hand and face the opponent in front of you. Immediately step forward with

8. HAPPONME - GANMENATE (HIT TO THE FACE)

your right foot and cut him/her down vertically.

While walking along opponents to the front and back intend to attack you.

d. Without moving your feet, release your left hand from the hilt and place it

First do Tsuka ate to the face of the opponent in front of you, then, thrust the tip

on the hip over the belt, and at the same time, do Migi Ni Hiraite No Chiburi
(yoko Chiburi).

of the sword into the solar plexus of the one at your rear. Turn back around
and cut the first opponent vertically downwards from above your head.

a. Take 3 steps forward beginning on your right foot. Take hold of Tsuka

" Slide your left hand from the left hip to the Koiguchi, take hold and do
Noto.

with the right hand and Saya with the left hand while pressing Tsuba with
the thumb as the left foot moves forward and hit the opponent hard between

f. After the sword has been sheathed, bring your rear foot up in line with

the eyes using the Tsuka Gashira as the right foot advances. This action

Our front foot, release your right hand from the hilt and assume Taito

uses both the sword and the sheath held together with the left and right
hand.

22

, hi ei. Return to the starting position beginning with your left foot.

9. KYUHONME - SOETE ZUKI (JOINED HAND THRUST)

(', Without moving your left hand, pull the sword out of the body (rotating it
ov r the back of the fingers of the left hand) and lowering the tip of the

You are walking along when a person suddenly appears from the left with the
intention to attack you. Stall it by taking the initiative of drawing out your

word with the edge facing down and to the front. Bring your right hand in
II'0nt of your right chest, Kamae(I) and show Zanshin.

sword and cutting diagonally through his/ her right shoulder. Then thrust the
sword into his/her abdomen as you step forward.

(1) When you make this Kamae, hold the sword blade with your left

thumb and forefinger. Turn your palm down and lightly straighten your
a. Take 3 steps forward beginning with the right foot. As you make a step

right elbow to ensure that the angle between forearm and sword is
approximately 90° .

with your left foot, turn to look to the opponent at your left, placing both
hands on the sword. Continue stepping with the right half a step and using it
as a pivot, turn your body to face your opponent. Step back with your left

d. Release your left hand from the blade and take hold of the Koiguchi.

foot and open the upper body a little to the left diagonal and make a cut

While stepping back on your left foot, do Migi Ni Hiraite No Chiburi. The

through the opponent's right shoulder to the side of the abdomen cutting

nnishing position of this Chiburi is closer to a 30 degree angle.

along the Kesa line. When you finish cutting, your right hand should be at
the height of your navel and the tip of the sword should be a little higher

t ',

Do Noto as described previously.

than the right hand.

f, Bring your rear foot up in line with your front foot and release your right
b. Point the right toes to the right and take a half step back and assume

ll und from the hilt. Assume Taito Shisei and go back to the original starting

Soetezuki No Kamae(1). Immediately bring your left foot forward and thrust

po ition by first turning to face the front and then by taking three steps
I 'ginning with your left foot.

the sword into the opponent's abdomen. At this point the right hand should
be in front of the navel and the sword horizontal.
(1) Hold the middle of the ridge of the sword firmly with your left thumb

10. JU PPONME - SHIHOGIRI (FOUR DIRECTION CUTTING)

and forefinger. Place your right hand near your right waist holding the

You encounter four enemies who intend to attack you. Forestall the first by

hilt and keep the tip of the sword in a horizontal position. Your upper

using Tsuka ate to his right hand at the right diagonal front. Then thrust into

body should naturally be inclined to the right.

lit solar plexus of the next opponent at your left diagonal rear. Continue to cut
I/(wlically the other three at your right diagonal front and back and at your left
;/taf(onal front.

__________________________L2_4~~______~____________~---~__________________J25]________~

a. Talc 2 steps forward beginning with your right foot. As soon as the left

d. Turning next to the opponent at your right diago nal !-lid ' (!lO"), W lit

foot steps forward, tum to the opponent at your right diagonal front and grip

II wrying an attempted sword cut, use your left foot as an axi l-!

the Tsuka with both hands. Push out the sword without drawing and strike

wilh your right foot stepping forward, make a vertical downwards r ill 10 lilt

the opponent's right hand with the flat part of the Tsuka as you move your

ho,"izontal.

10 111111 11111

right foot forward.
(I,

While turning around to the opponent behind at the left diagona l f"(lI1I ,

n foo l 10

b. Immediately do Sayabiki with your left hand and tum to the opponent at

make a 180· left tum using the right foot as an axis. Move your I

your left diagonal rear. When the tip of the sword comes out from the

lit ' left and face the opponent looking side on (Waki Gamae). Again witlt Ill('

Koiguchi make a left tum and take Hitoemi(l) position. Place the back of the

r \ ling of parrying any attack bring your sword above your head and

sword behind the Monouchi on the left side of your chest. Without pausing

light foot steps forward , cut vertically in a downwards action the oppon('nl nl

move your left foot forward and pull the left hand inwards to the navel.

Ih left diagonal front.

as Ill('

Stretch your right elbow and thrust the sword into the solar plexus of the
opponent's body. When you put the ridge of the sword on your chest and

I. Bring your right foot back and assume Morote Hidari Jodan No KanH\( '

when you thrust your sword into the opponent, your upper body should take

po ition Oeft foot forwards, sword above the head at about 45°) and s how

the same posture as No.4 -Tsuka Ate.

%nnshin.

(1) When you assume the Hitoemi position, your upper body should open

further to the side than Hanmi No Kamae (side facing posture).

. Bring your left foot back, release your left hand from the hilt and pIa '(' il
Oil

the belt. At the same time, do Kesa Ni Furi Oroshite No Chiburi.

c. Now tum again towards the first opponent at your right diagonal front.

II , Release your left hand from the left belt and take hold of the Koiguchi.

Bring the sword above the head as you draw it out of the rear opponent.

1)0

Noto.

Take hold of the Tsuka with the left hand and tum right by using your right
foot as an axis to face the opponent. Step forward with the left foot and cut

, Bring your rear foot up in line with your front foot. Release your right

him/her vertically in a downwards action. (NB. This Furi Kaburi action is

lI ond froin the Tsuka and assume Taito Shisei. Go back to the original
I lI'ting position beginning with your left foot.

done smoothly and in one action).
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d. Keep the same angle as you raise the sword up over the head, bring it

11. JU IPPONME - SOUGIRI (COMPLETE CUTS)

down and over to your left waist so that the blade edge is facing forwards.
While walking along you encounter a person in /ront of you who intends to

1T0ld it horizontally and without hesitation make a horizontal cut from right

attack you. Forestall him/her by cutting to the left face diagonally, then through

10 left (180°) whilst stepping forward on your right foot. Ensure this

the right shoulder to the solar plexus and then the left torso.

horizontal cut is made exactly horizontally and do not raise the hands.

Cut his/ her

abdomen across the waist horizontally and finally finish with a vertical
downwards cut.

NB. When taking this posture, ensure the sword is held low enough at

Ih left side whereby its angle is pointing naturally to the left rear. The
a. Take 3 steps forward beginning with your right foot. As your left foot

'haracteristic of this cut is to move forwards and not just slash to the right.

steps forward take hold of the Tsuka with both hands. As your right foot
moves forward draw the sword naturally forwards slightly to your right front.
Bring the right foot back close to your left foot and parry the opponent's cut

. Again without stopping, bring the sword above the head and as your right
foot steps forward, make a downward vertical cut to the horizontal.

by bringing your sword above your head holding the Tsuka with your right
hand. (This is the same Kamae as No.3 - Ukenagashi). Immediately place

f. Without changing your posture, move your left hand to the left belt and do

your left hand on the sword, step forward on the right foot and make a

Migi Ni Hiraite No Chiburi (yoko Chiburi) with your right hand.

diagonal cut to their left side of the head down to the chin.
g. Slide your left hand forwards from the belt to the Koiguchi and do Noto.
b. Maintaining the same angle from the first cut, take the sword above the
head. Step forward on the right foot again and cut the opponent through

h. Bring your rear foot up in line with your front foot, release your right

his/her right shoulder down to the solar plexus.

hand from the hilt and assume Taito Shisei. Return to the original starting
position by stepping back commencing on your left foot.

c. Maintain the same angle as before and take the sword above the head.
Step forward with the right foot and cut the opponent from the left upper
chest down to the center of the navel. When you have finished cutting, keep
your sword horizontal.

12. JU NIHONME - NUKIUCHI (SUDDEN DRAW)
When standing face to face with a person, he/she suddenly tries to cut you.
ou let him/ her cut the air by stepping back while you draw the sword. Make a
/J(Jrtical downward cut to defeat him/ her.

__

~

________

~--L_2_8. 1.-

___________

~ ~-~-~------tj

a. From the standing position, take hold of the Tsuka with both hands. Step
back with your left foot. While bringing the right foot back near to the left,
but not in line with it, draw the sword with your right hand and bring it above

SUPPLEMENT
(Additional Explanations)

I

L....----_-------1

your head. NB. The correct way to draw the sword is by moving the right
hand straight up the center line of your body, without taking it forwards.
Without pausing, take hold of the Tsuka with your left hand, step forwards

1. How to step and turn when you arrive at and leave the
Shinden area.

on the right foot and make a vertical downward cut to the horizontal level.
When you perform in the Shinden (shrine, sacred place, Dojo), you enter
b. Step back by moving the right foot to the rear of the left one. Place the
left hand on the belt and do Migi Ni Hiraite No Chiburi (yoko Chiburi) at the

Ih area from Shimo No Ashi(l), and leave there from Kami No Ashi(2). When

()u change your direction you turn to Kami No Ashi.

same time.
(1) Shimo No Ashi - the foot further from the Shinza (shrine) or Shomen
c. Slide your left hand forwards and take the Koiguchi and do Noto.

(top seat). If you are on the center line (Seichusen) it is your left foot.

d. Bring your rear foot up in line with your front foot, release your right

(2) Kami No Ashi - the foot nearer to the Shinza or Shomen. If you are on

hand from the hilt and assume Taito Shisei. Move your right foot forward

the center line (Seichusen) it is your right foot.

and then return to your original starting position (Moto No Ichi).

This is the end of the series of the 12 forms that make up the ZEN
NIPPON KENDO RENMEI IAI.
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VAGAl DE NO TOREI (BOW to the sword whilst standing)

2. SHINZA E NO REI in SHINDEN (Bowing to the Shinza)
Proceed to the Shinza in Keito Shisei and do Chakuza as explained in

I' f'om the Keito Shisei, move your left hand to the center of your body, and

Manner 3. With your left hand push the sword on your left thigh to the right

III IIA' your right hand to the inner side of your left hand. Put your right

front and bring your right hand to the inside of your left hand. Place your

III lIll1 b on the sword guard and hold it near the mouth of the Koiguchi

right forefinger on the sword guard and hold the Koiguchi together with the

iiI ('1"11 r with the cord in the other four fingers. Ensure the blade faces away

cord with the other four fingers. Transfer the sword to your right hand.

11111\1

you and extend both arms naturally to your front level with your eyes.

While placing your left hand on the left thigh, move the tip of the Saya

you hold the sword up in front of you, incline the upper body forwards

(Kojiri) from left rear to right rear with your right hand. Ensure the blade

fllei bow respectfully. Hajime No Torei finishes with Taito by bringing the

faces inside and put the sword guard in line with your knees. Place the

1 II of the sheath to the center of your abdomen and Owari No Torei finishes

sword quietly on the floor in parallel with your right leg. Leave a space

wIh Keito Shisei by bringing the sword to the rear of the left waist.

between your thigh and the sword. Release the right hand from the sword
and bring it back on to the right thigh. According to the style described in

SAGETO SHISEI (Standing holding the sword posture)

I

Manner, do Zarei. After you have finished, return the sword to the original
position by doing everything in the reverse order.

11 ld the Koiguchi and the cord lightly with your left hand. Ensure the
I II I edge is facing up. Hold the sword naturally along your bodyline with

111(\ Kojiri pointing down to the rear. You use this Kamae when are standing
3. SOUGO NO ZAREI (BOW to each other)

II H relaxed

posture (Yasume).

This is similar to Shinza E No Rei, but meant as a sign of respect to the
teachers and seniors. You start your bow first and raise your upper body up

O. Points of ENBU Performance

after them.
Il is important to perform the Enbu in full spirit, with correct handling of
III \ word and posture. Make efforts to show harmonization of spirit, sword
IIld

body. Devote yourself to perform earnestly as if you are in a real sword

1l1Lt! .
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7. KOKYU - Breathing
Every time you begin a new Kata you should start the action after the third
breath. It is preferable to finish one performance in one breath. If this is

I

POINTS FOR GRADING AND
REFEREEING

I

'----_------.J

For the sake of simplicity, the following questions have been scripted in

difficult, endeavor not to show your breathing to the opponent.

such a way that the answer to each should be in accordance for the form to
be correct.

8. How to hold the Tsuka
Hold the Tsuka near the sword guard with your right hand. Hold the

REIHO

other end with your left hand. Be careful not to hold the very end and to
Ensure performers are executing the correct manners.

ensure that the left little finger does not touch the Makidome (final knot of
the Tsuka wrapping near the end of the handle).

1. MAE
Apply a firmer grip to the lower finger muscles than the upper ones and
hold the hilt firmly with your little finger and the third finger. The other

a. Does the performer do enough Sayabiki when he cuts the opponent's
face with Nukitsuke.

fingers should be kept quite loose. Try to imagine that you are holding an
egg. The whole palm should be in contact with the hilt of the sword.

b. Is the sword taken into Furikaburi with a feeling of thrusting to behind
the left ear.
Is the tip of the sword above the horizontal position when in Furikaburi.

9. SAGEO (Cord)

d. Is the sword brought down without hesitation during Kirioroshi.
Is the tip of the sword slightly below horizontal at the end of Kirioroshi.

It is a rule to tie a cord to the sword. It is up to the individual schools how

to tie or how to handle the cord. In some cases you may not require a cord.

f. Is the shape and form of Chiburi correct.

g. Is Noto performed correctly.

2. USHIRO
I.

I

When the tum is made, is the left foot moved sufficiently to the left.

I . I the horizontal cut made to the opponent's temple.
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, MOROTEZUKI

3. UKENAGASHI
a. When the parry is made, does it protect the upper body well.

I ' the initial cut correctly made from the opponent's temple down to their

I

'hin when doing Nuki Uchi.

b. Is the left foot brought back behind the right foot, and is the cut made
along the Kesa line.
c. After the cut has been made, is the left hand in front of the navel and the

" los the performer bring their left foot up behind their right. Is Chudan
N Kamae correctly made and the sword thrust into the correct target of
lh body. Is the thrust made with certainty.

sword tip a little below horizontal.
t,

roes the performer bring their sword above their head in a parrying
H

tion after pulling it out from the first opponent.

4. TSUKA-ATE
a. Is the Tsuka Gashira surely pointed at the opponent's solar plexus.

I. SANPOGIRI

b. When the rear opponent is thrust, is this done with the right elbow
extended fully and the left hand bringing the Koiguchi to the navel.

I,

[

the initial cut to the first opponent made through correct diagonal

angle from the top right side of the head down to the base of the chin.

c. When the cut is made, is it on the vertical centerline and from the correct

II. Is the cut to the opponent on the left performed without hesitation.

position above the head.

I,

r

the sword brought up to Furikaburi with a parrying action.

d. Does the last cut finish at the horizontal.

5. KESAGIRI
a. When the initial upper cut is made, is the right hand above the right
shoulder when the sword is rotated.
b. When Chiburi is performed, is it at the correct angle while the person
steps back with the left foot at the same time when his left hand takes

. GANMEN-ATE
t,

Is the initial strike with the Tsuka Gashira made between the eyes.

II . When turning to face the opposite direction, is the right hand placed on
tl1ehip.

hold of the Koiguchi.
I'.

When facing the rear opponent, is the body faced completely to the rear
with the rear heel slightly raised and in a straight line.

I.
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r

the thrust performed without too much bend in the knees.

ll.

9. SOETE ZUKI

. NUKIUCHI

a. When the initial diagonal cut is made from the opponent's right shoulder

H

down through to the waist, is the right hand at the height of the navel and
the sword tip slightly above the horizontal level.

Adequately to evade the downward cut of the opponent.

II When the right hand is taken upwards, is it in the center line of their

b. Is the sword held securely between the left thumb and forefinger with the
right hand near the hip.

When the sword is drawn up and out, have both fe et moved back

body.
j ',

Cs the step forwards with the right foot sufficient to reach the target.

c. Does the right hand finish in front of the navel after making the thrust
and does the thrusting action reach the opponent's solar plexus.

17"1 September 1988

d. When showing Zanshin, is the right elbow naturally straight and the right
hand no higher/lower than the chest level.

10. SHIHOGIRI
a. Is the strike to the first opponent's hand done strongly and firmly with
the flat side of the Tsuka.
b. In making Sayabiki, is the Mune near the Monouchi of the sword on the
chest and is he sure to thrust the sword into the solar plexus of the opponent.
c. When the thrust is made, is the left hand brought to the center of the
navel and both arms aiding the technique with the correct tension.
d. Is the final cut made by going through Waki Gamae without hesitation or
pause.

11. SOUGIRI
a. When the sword is drawn up, is it in a correct position to parry an attack.
b. When moving forwards, does the performer do Okuri Ashi footwork.
c. When making the horizontal cut, is it performed horizontally with the
correct angle of the blade.
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JUIPPONME and JUNIHONME (Added)
2" d November 2000

How to step and turn in entering or leaving the Shinden area

Structure of the Nihon - to
Shinz a (A ltar)

To-shin (uchi-katana)

iIIofi o-uchi

Ura--mei
( Da le oj the com p letioll)

Mune-ma chi
A. T

k

lio , Uu-sa ki

________

~~kO~---

-----·····-·--············-7-·· ........

' / ~----r"\*

Omote-m ei . Yasuri-m e

J"a ago

Tempered edge

\ K ;ssak; Dr B DS";

[la. mon

Naka go-jiri

Joz a (Upper)

Geza (Lower)

Sori

Length 0/ Blade

MekaYI.-ana

Koshirae (Koshirae of the uchi-katana)

Kaeri'Zfl1l0

Shitodo-me
Thuba

~

FueM-gane

..

'~

J..INWI<M'I1J

S~

eppa

Me-kug;

Tsuka-gashira

Saya

KOjiri

Koi·guclli

Tsuka-maki

.4faki-s/litazame

~@,'@l..~.~

TsII~OUChi
Bobaki

KO-Zllka

Gallery

S himo No Ashi is shown as S, and Kami N o Ashi K.
A. Stepforward with S .
B. On return, s tep K ba ck and turn anti-clockwise with S.

C. On return, step K back and turn clock wis e with S .
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GLOSSARY OF GENERAL TERMS

I

Ashi Sabaki - Footwork or movement of the feet.
Ayumi Ashi _Ordinary walking footwork, where both feet move naturally.

Ido - A form of sword fighting where drawing the blade quickly results in a

Bingle motion to defeat the enemy. Founded by Shigenobu Hayashizaki in
j'he latter half of the 16th century. Many schools were formed in the Edo
p riod (1600 - 1868). In 1956 the Iaido division was set up in the All Japan

Kendo Federation, and in 1969 the All Japan Kendo Federation Iai Kata
were established.
Jodan No Kamae - One of the 5 basic postures where the sword is held

Bokken - See Bokuto.
Bokuto _A wooden shaped sword usually made from Japanese oak.

above the head.

Budo _Term given to generally mean all types of Japanese fighting arts.

Kamae - General word or term given to mean posture.

Chakuza - Sitting down from a standing posture. See Seiza & Tate Hiza.

Kata - Word given to mean form or set movement of techniques.

Chudan No Kamae - One of the 5 basic postures where the sword is held in

K tana - Single edged weapon usually given to mean a Japanese sword.

the middle position.
Dojo _ A hall or training place where students train in their respective
disciplines.
Enbu - The act of demonstrating budo normally to an audience.
Enzan No Metsuke -

lit. Gazing at distant mountains. A term meaning to

look at the whole not something specific.
Furi Oroshite - To swing the sword down from above the head.
Gedan No Kamae - One of the 5 basic postures where the sword is lowered

Katsun inken / Katsujinken - Zen buddhist term given to mean 'The Positive

Way" of using the sword.
Keito Shisei - Term used in Iaido to refer to the position whereby the

heathed sword is held on the left hip as compared with Kendo which
enerally only uses Taito Shisei to describe the same position holding a
hinai.
KI Gamae - A state where the body is alert and ready to act in a moment.
Kigurai - A state of commanding presence derived from confidence after

much practice.

to the knee level.

Koiguchi - The mouth or opening of the sword sheath or Saya. Given

Ha - The cutting edge of the sword.
Hakama _ Skirt-like pleated trousers worn for practicing Japanese martial

b cause of the similarity between that of the open mouth of a Japanese Koi
arp.

arts.
Hanmi - A stance where the body is sideways on to the opponent.
Hasso No Kamae - One of the 5 basic postures of holding the sword near

the shoulder.
Hasuji - The cutting line of the sword blade.
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Kurai - A word given to mean the degree to which character is combined

with skill.

M tsuke - Correct positioning or looking with the eyes.
Mlzuochi - See Suigetsu.

M rote - The act of using both hands to grip or hold the sword.
M rote Zuki - The act of thrusting the sword with both hands.

Taito - The act of placing the sword in the Obi (sash or belt) or of placing the
Mune _The back edge of the Japanese sword. Also called Mine.
Nion To _A general name given to mean a sword manufactured in a Japanese

hand on the left hip when using a Bokuto.
Tatehiza - Sitting with the right knee raised.
Teito - See Sageto.

way.
Noto _ The act of placing the sword in the sheath. One of the basic

movements of Iai.

Tenouchi - The overall use of the hands when cutting , holding,emng
ti'ght . or

loosening the Tsuka.

Obi _A long narrow sash worn around the waist to support the sword.
Okuri Ashi _ One of the basic kinds of footwork where the right foot is kept

Tsuba - Sword guard; usually ornate, but essentially a piece of metal that is

inserted between the hilt and the blade of the sword to protect the hands.
Tsuba Moto - The area of a sword near or next to the sword guard.

forward.
Rei _Behavior and conduct showing respect and courtesy to others.
Rei Ho _Courtesy or politeness. Etiquette required throughout all Budo.
Ryu Ha _ Literal meaning School. Usually meant to mean by a founder or

originator.

Tsuka - The hilt of a sword; the area which is usually gripped with the hands.
Tsuka Gashira - The very end "bottom" of the sword handle.
Tsuku - To thrust at the throat, chest or solar plexus.
Ukenagasu - To parry the striking opponents sword, deflecting it to the side

Sage To _The standing posture holding a sword or Bokuto naturally at arms

length.

with the Shinogi of one's own sword. The move is found in the Kata
Sanbonme - Ukenagashi.

Seiza _A way of sitting with the knees in line and the shins and the tops of

the feet on the floor. The big toes of both feet should be adjacent or one
on top of the other, and the buttocks resting on the heels. The back is
straight, and the hands are placed on the upper part of the thighs with the
fingers together. In Japan this is considered the correct way of sitting.
Shinken - An actual or real sword.
Shinogi _On the blade of the sword, the raised ridge on the flat of the blade

which runs from the sword guard to the tip point (Kissaki).
Shinza _The shrine or revered place in a dojo or training hall.
Shomen _A word meaning the front. For example; Shomen E No Rei.
Suigetsu _The depressed area below the sternum that is referred to as the

pit of the stomach, solar plexus or Mizuochi.
Tachi _A type of sword that is curved and generally longer than 60cm.
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Waki Gamae - One of the 5 basic postures where the sword is placed to the

side of the body, partially obscuring it from the front opponent's view.
Waza - A motor skill which is gained through long, hard trammg
. . 0 f cuttmg
.

movements, and the learning of set techniques or Kata.
zanshi.n - The body posture and state of mind in which, even after cutting,

one

IS

alert and ready to respond instantly to any counterattack by the

opponent. Generally speaking, after cutting, one should aIways b e aware
of the distance between oneself and the opponent.
rei - A bow made from the formal kneeling position.

£
U
re eree. sually announces results of matches
Tarkar - LIteral meaning "competition".
.
hushin - The chief or rna·

I__G_L_O_SS_A_R_Y_O_F_C_O_M_P_ET_IT_IO_N_ TE_R_M_S--II

.

.

.

10

Taikai Kaicho - The chairman of the competition or t

Y

ournament.

arne - The Japanese word meaning "stop" or "halt".
Fukushin - A sub referee who assists the main referee. There are two in an

Iaido competition normally, but having the same authority as the Shushin
in making or calling for decisions.
Fusen Gachi - A win without actually fighting because the opponent did not

appear or withdrew from the match.
Gogi - The act of temporarily suspending a match for consultation.
Hajime - The word used to mean start or begin.
Hantei - The announcement by the main referee in calling for a match

decision.
Sen shu - Word given to mean a competitor or entrant in a competition or
event.
Shiai - A match between individuals or teams that accords with defined

regulations.
Shiai Jikan - The time limit of a match. The standard time limit is six

minutes, but may vary according to different tournaments.
Shiai Jo - A match court or area where matches are held.
Shinpan - The act of judging the outcome of a match.
Shinpan Cho - The chief judge who oversees all matches and the conduct of

referees and players in the competition.
Shinpan In - A referee.
Shinpan Ki - Red and white flags used by the referees during matches.
Shinpan Shunin - The court judge or referee. Usually appointed when there

are two or more courts and assists the Shinpan Cho.
Shobu Ari - lit. A victory. Announcement made to signal a decision and for

the referees to lower their flags.
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Yasume - The Japanese word meaning "relax" or "stand easy".

I
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Menuki - Ornamental fittings fOLilld IllI d. '1 1111 11111111
Sageo - Usually silk or COttOIl II (Id 1111

Hakama.
Same - Rayskin used as a coating 011

f Ii t l

wlllld. II II

Saya - Scabbard or sheath for hold ill ./.( fl it , WOI II

Blade Part Names

Seppa - Metal spacers placed el·th
Boshi - The tempered tip point of the blade.

Tsuba - Sword guard.

Ha - The actual cutting edge of the blade.

Tsuka - Handle of the sword.

Hamon - The temper-line along the edge of the blade.
Kissaki - The tip point of the blade.
Mei - The signature of the maker, usually found on the Nakago.
Mekugi Ana - The hole in the Nakago where the pin is inserted.
Mune - The back of the sword.
Nakago - Tang handle part of the blade.
Shinogi - The side blade ridge.
Shinogi Ji - The flat side of the blade.
Yokote - The part of the blade tip point where the Kissaki ends and the Ha

begins.

Fittings and Scabbard Part Names
Fuchi - The collar fitting around the head of the handle.
Habaki - Collar slipped on to the blade before placing Seppa and Tsuba.
Kashira - The butt end of the handle.
Koiguchi - The mouth of the scabbard.
Kojiri - The tip end of the scabbard
Kurigata - The side knob of the scabbard where the Sageo is tied.
Mekugi - Wooden (or other strong material) peg for securing the handle to

the blade.
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Afterword
Editor Note March 2004
This manual is an interpretation of the Japanese version, which currently
exists only in Japan. The writer wishes to make available points that are in
the Japanese version for the benefit of English speaking people. He also
wishes to give readers a taste of how the Japanese perceive basic Iaido
through what is presently taught in Japan.
The writer tried to simplify both the format and the content for ease of
reading. At the beginning of each form there is a brief outline explanation.
Readers may wish to refer to the glossary to familiarize themselves with any
unknown terms.
The writer has been informed on numerous occasions, that the main
stress or emphasis of Iaido lies in placing more naturalness in performing
the Kata. Meaning, given peoples physiological differences, Kata should be
done in a way that best reflects the natural movements of their own bodies.
The writer through his own experiences, personally believes that this
realization is one of the most important developments in Iaido.
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